Programmed Ventricular Stimulation: How Low (with the Coupling Interval) and Aggressive (with the Protocol) Should We Go? No Easy Answers
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Implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) are used in patients after cardiac arrest or hemodynamic compromise due to ventricular arrhythmia for secondary prevention of recurrent events and death. There has been an increase in the use of ICDs for primary prevention of sudden cardiac death in patients with ischemic and non-ischemic cardiomyopathy at risk of SCD.

ICDs were initially used for this purpose in patients with a history of myocardial infarction, low ejection fraction (≤35–40%), and non-sustained ventricular tachycardia with inducible sustained ventricular arrhythmia during programmed ventricular stimulation [1,2]. Recently, indications for ICD implantation were widened after publication of the MADIT-II trial [3], which showed that patients with a history of myocardial infarction and a left ventricular ejection fraction < 30% had a lower mortality rate after implantation of an ICD compared to patients with no ICD. The number needed to treat to save one life in 2 years was 18 in MADIT-II and 14 in SCD-HeFT. This number is much higher compared to the first primary prevention trials where it was 4 [1,2]. In addition, implanting ICDs indiscriminately in all patients with LVEF < 35% and heart failure had a lower mortality rate after implantation of an ICD compared to patients with no ICD. The number needed to treat to save one life in 2 years was 18 in MADIT-II and 14 in SCD-HeFT. This number is much higher compared to the first primary prevention trials where it was 4 [1,2]. In addition, implanting ICDs indiscriminately in all patients with LVEF < 30% has a considerable financial and medical cost. The estimated price for a single ICD is between US$ 20,000 and 35,000. Moreover, these procedures are not risk free and carry a substantial morbidity and mortality risk [5]. Also, a substantial number (11%) of patients receive inappropriate shocks, mainly for supraventricular arrhythmia [6]. Therefore, it seems that while some patients derive benefit from this prophylactic intervention, others do not; the latter may be harmed and at considerable cost.

Better risk stratification of post-MI patients with low EF may achieve two goals: a) identifying most patients who would derive benefit from ICDs, and b) avoiding the implantation of ICDs in patients who would not gain any benefit and may potentially be harmed.

Several methods for risk stratification have evolved over time. Non-invasive markers of increased risk include LVEF, QRS width and the presence of left branch bundle block on the 12-lead electrocardiogram, signal average ECG, T wave alternans, heart rate variability, QT dispersion and others [7]. While some of these methods identify patients at higher risk for VA and sudden death, none has proven sensitive enough to be incorporated as a single-risk stratifier [7].

Programmed ventricular stimulation has long been considered the gold standard for recognizing patients at risk of ventricular arrhythmia and SCD. The theoretical basis for using PVS for risk stratification derives from the substrate of VT in post-MI patients. VT is initiated by means of ventricular extrastimuli; if the substrate for VT exists these ventricular extrastimuli will block one arm of the circuit and will conduct slowly in the second arm and back again over the first arm to initiate reentrant VT. Standard protocol involves delivering a basic train of between five and eight captured beats from two sites (usually right ventricular apex and right ventricular outflow tract) and at two basic cycle lengths (600 and 400 ms) and with delivery of up to three ventricular extrastimuli with a minimum coupling interval of 180 ms. Pacing is usually done at twice the diastolic threshold to ensure local capture and prevent far-field or remote capture. Several landmark studies have shown that patients with low EF, non-sustained VT on Holter monitoring and
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inducible sustained VA in programmed ventricular stimulation derive survival benefit from ICD implantation [1,2]. Nevertheless, standard PVS fails to identify a substantial number of patients at risk. In the MUSTT registry (patients with a history of myocardial infarction, LVEF < 40%, non-sustained VT and a negative PVS using the standard protocol), the rate of cardiac arrest or death due to arrhythmia was 12% and 24% at 2 and 5 years, respectively [8]. Furthermore, in MADIT-II (82% of patients underwent PVS) the 2 year event rate for VT or ventricular fibrillation was 29.4% for inducible patients and 25.5% for non-inducible patients. Standard inducibility did not predict the combined endpoint of VT or VF (P = 0.280, by log-rank analysis) [9], although it was excellent for identifying patients who will develop VT [9]. Moreover, during follow-up, the non-inducible patients had a higher rate of VF compared to inducible patients [9]. Of interest, induction of VF in MADIT II by using three ventricular extrastimuli did not improve prediction [9].

In the current issue of IMAJ/Belhassen et al. [10] describe a more aggressive protocol of PVS in a MADIT-II-like population (post-MI patients with LVEF < 30%) to increase the sensitivity and specificity of PVS in identifying patients at risk. This method involves a higher output energy (five times the diastolic threshold, but not higher than 3 mA), repeating the shortest captured coupling interval 10 times for double VES and 5 times for triple VES, and no lower limit for coupling interval of VES. Induction of any ventricular arrhythmia was considered positive (unlike the traditional MUSTT and MADIT criteria that designate positive PVS only if monomorphic VT is induced, or VF with up to two VES). The inducibility rate was 75.4% (twice as high as compared to MADIT-II and MUSTT); most were VT and the rest VF and ventricular flutter. Of note, most of the ventricular fibrillations and ventricular flutter were induced by using triple VES, which would have been considered negative by standard MUSTT criteria. This high inducibility rate could be explained by different patient populations but is more likely related to the more aggressive protocol used in the present study. The article does not mention the actual number of repetitions needed to induce VF or ventricular flutter or to the actual output energy used – which may help put the results in perspective.

The mortality rate in the EPS+/ICD+ group was 10.7% and 14.7% in the EPS-/ICD- group, which was not statistically different. However, this could be attributed to the small number of patients in the EPS-/ICD- group with low statistical power to detect this difference. Importantly, the risk of arrhythmic death or arrhythmic events requiring ICD in the group of patients with negative EPS was very low – 3%, a much lower estimate than the rates in non-inducible patients in MUSTT and MADIT-II [8,9]. This, of course, could be the result of this more aggressive protocol of induction, leaving a smaller number of high risk patients in the non-inducible group, or it could be due to a bias inherent to this type of retrospective analysis with cause of death determined by telephone interviews or chart review [10]. Data showing the number of VA events occurring in the EPS+/ICD+ group and comparing them to the number of VA events in the EPS-/ICD- group is essential to truly appreciate the potential discriminative power of the proposed protocol. In order to appreciate the specificity of this protocol it is essential to know how many patients in the EPS+/ICD+ group were never shocked or received inappropriate shocks.

There are several other limitations worth discussing. It would have been interesting to compare inducibility rates using standard compared to the proposed technique. It would have been very helpful to see whether prediction of subsequent VA is influenced by the protocol of inducibility. Furthermore, we are not told why those patients were chosen for the study.

Despite these limitations we congratulate the authors for their important efforts to improve risk stratification of post-MI patients. We believe that the next stage should be a study that will compare inducibility rates using this technique vs. the traditional programmed ventricular stimulation protocol followed by an ICD implantation and a follow-up period to appreciate the true predictive difference between the two different protocols – perhaps combining other non-invasive risk stratifiers as well. If proven highly sensitive and specific, then the next stage should be (as proposed by the authors) a trial to compare inducible patients and non-inducible patients who will undergo an ICD implantation vs. non-inducible patients with no ICD.
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**Capsule**

**The identification of THEMIS: thymocyte-expressed molecule involved in selection**

Three independent groups have identified a previously unknown T cell-specific protein that has a unique role during late thymocyte selection and CD4 versus CD8 lineage choice, which they collectively termed thymocyte-expressed molecule involved in selection (THEMIS). Thymocytes progress through various linear developmental stages before their commitment to either CD4 or CD8 single positive (SP) T cells. T cell receptor (TCR) signaling is known to be important at each of these developmental stages, but the exact signaling pathways that control the transition from double positive (DP) to SP thymocytes and CD4 versus CD8 lineage choice (a process known as positive selection) are not completely understood. Themis mRNA is expressed mainly in the thymus (and to a lesser extent in the spleen and lymph nodes) and is expressed by all thymocytes and mature T cells but not by B cells or natural killer cells. Themis expression is highest in DP thymocytes and is down-regulated in SP thymocytes and peripheral T cells, suggesting a specific role for THEMIS in the DP to SP development stage. To further understand the role of THEMIS in thymocyte development, the three groups made use of gene-targeted or ethyl nitroso urea (ENU)-induced THEMIS-deficient mice. These mice developed normally and had no obvious abnormalities. However, the number of mature SP T cells, especially CD4 SP T cells, was significantly lower in these mice than in control mice. By contrast, the DP thymocyte population was larger than in control mice, indicating a defect in positive selection in the absence of THEMIS. Two of the studies also identified a defect in negative selection in Themis-/- mice and all three studies showed that the defect in late thymocyte development was T cell intrinsic. Because TCR signals are known to be required for positive selection, the data suggest that THEMIS might have a role in TCR signal transduction. Although these studies do not provide a consensus on the exact mechanism of action of THEMIS, they all show that this previously unidentified protein is required for thymocyte positive selection.
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**Capsule**

**Endocannabinoids may promote rather than inhibit nociception (pain perception)**

Drugs and endocannabinoids acting on cannabinoid (CB) receptors have potential in the treatment of certain types of pain. In the spinal cord they are believed to suppress nociception, the perception of pain and noxious stimuli. Penn-and-Andrade and colleagues find that endocannabinoids, which are released in the spinal cord by noxious stimulation, may promote rather than inhibit nociception by acting on CB1 receptors. Endocannabinoids not only depress transmission at excitatory synapses in the spinal cord, but also block the release of inhibitory neurotransmitters, thereby facilitating nociception.
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“Pain and suffering are always inevitable for a large intelligence and a deep heart. The really great men must, I think, have great sadness on earth”

Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821-1881), Russian writer, essayist and philosopher, known for his novels Crime and Punishment and The Brothers Karamazov. His literary output explores human psychology in the troubled political, social and spiritual context of 19th-century Russian society. He was considered by many as a founder or precursor of 20th-century existentialism as well as one of the greatest psychologists in world literature.

“Unthinking respect for authority is the greatest enemy of truth”

Albert Einstein